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ON CONVERGENCE OF SEQUENCE OF POINT-TO-SET MAPS
A motivation for introduction of new terms in this paper is given by analysis of a certain class of optimalization problems. For example let us consider the following sequenae (I_) m n( x ) = SU P f(x»y) n n yeP n fx) along with the problem (I) m(x) = sup f(x,y), yeF (x) where ? n and F are point-to-set maps.
Connections between sad (I) are important because of application«. !Thq question is what assumptions have to made about in order that the sequenoe m fl be convergent (continuously convergent) to function m. Also the question about "convergence" of {? n } to 5, where ? n (x) ={yeF n (x) : m n (x) = f(x,y)} and F(x) = {yeF (x) : m(x) = f(x.,y)} is a very essential one. Seotion 3 deals with this matter. In this paper two definitions of convergence of the point--to-set maps are given. Also structure of the "limitary" maps is investigated (Theorems 3 and 4, Corollary 3). And let us -73 - If F* = F^, then the map F = F* = F^ is called the topological limit of the sequence {Fn} and the sequence {Pn} is called convergent to F. We denote this by Let us denote by R(x) the family of all sequences from the space X convergent to the point x.
Definition 11. .The map F defined for each o xeX by the equation
-75 -is called the lower generalized topological limit of the sequence of maps {p q }. Definition 12.
The map P° defined for. each xeX by the equation
is called the upper generalized topological limit of the sequence of maps {FJJ« Definition 13. If F° = P Q , then thd map P = F° = P Q is called the generalized topological limit of the sequenoe {p q } and the sequence {P fl } i 0 called continuously convergent to the map P. We denote this by P Q P. Remark 1.
The following inclusions are true for each xt
The above follows from elementary properties of lower and upper topological limits of the sequenoe of sets (see ["3]) and from Definitions 3,9,11,12. Corollary
This follows directly from Remark 1. Corollary 2.
The sequenoe {P Q } is continuously convergent to the map P iff for each point xeX and for arbitrary sequence { x n } 6 R(x) Lt P n (x n ) = P(x). The proof is evident. We shall denote by W(F) the graph of the map P, i.e. the set W(F) = {(x,y) e X * T: x e X, y€P(x)}.
Prom Definition 5 and Corollary 2 we obtain directly Theorem 1. If i^P, then Lt V?(F Q ) = W(P). Two lemmas given below are also evident. The proofs of Lemma 4 and Theorem 4 are analogous to the proofs of Lemma 3 and Theorem 3. Corollary 3. If F n P, then P is continuous.
The proof follows directly from Theorems 3,4 and Definition 3.
In continuation of the section 2 we shall additionally assume that Y is a metric space v/ifch a metric q . For an arbitrary fixed x e X and an arbitrary E > 0 let us choose y e P(x) such that m(x) -£ ^ f(x,y).
Because Li ^(x-) = there exists a sequence {y n }» y Q e i" n (x) and y n~^y > i'Tom the lower continuity of the function f with respect to y it follows that 11m f(x,y ) > f(x,y).
Because m (x) ^ f(x,y ), so 11m m (x) > f(x,y), hence " This together with the fact that £ is optional ends the proof. The-following theorem is a corollary from Lemmas 5 and 6. Theorem 7.
If P" P and the function f is n continuous with respect to y, then for x e X we have lim m (x) = m(x). oo n Let us introduoe the following notations
Pn(x) ={-y e Fn(x): mn(x) = f(x,y)} F(x) = {y e F(x) : m(x) = f(x,y)}.
If the assumptions of Theorem 7 are fulfiled and for an arbitrary x € X the sets Pn(x) are /v « non-empty and the set P(x) is the one point set, then Pn-P.
Proof. Let us notice that to prove the theorem it is sufficient to show that if yfl € ?n(x) ahd F(x) ={y0}, then yn -»• yQ. Let us suppose on the contrary that yQ yQ. From the compactness of the space X It follows th$t there exists a subsequenoe {yfl J such. that yn -y 4 yQ. Fr6m k 1c the continuity of the function f with respeot to y it follows that m_ (x) = f(x,y_ Y -*-f(x.y)« .Prom Theorem 7 we hak k ve f(x,y) = m(x) which taking Into account that y e F{-x) implies y e Fix). However this contradicts to the fact that ?(x) = {yj. Similarly one oan prove the following theorem. Theorem 9. If PB -F and for an arbitrary x e X the sequence of functions {fa(x,*)} is continuously convergent to a function f(xt a ), than lim m'{x) = a(x) for any xeX.
n-»oo Corollary
4.
If ¥n ¥ and a seq uence of fumotions {f_| is continuously convergent t-o a function f, then the-sequence { m^j is continuously convergent to the function m.
Proof.
• Let x e I and x" x. We have to show n that m^(xn) --m(x). Taking g^C*.^ = fn(xn>y), Gfl(x) = = Fjxj and k (x) = sop g_(x,3-J we obtain from Theon n n yecjx) a rem 9 (from Corollary 2 we have that It GQ(x) = F(x)) that kn(x) -»-m(x). Hence considering that kn(x) = m^(x) we obtain the thesis.
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